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A. STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

The total number of candidates who registered to sit for IM Philosophy was 287, which is 4 candidates less 

than in 2018. This confirms a trend of decreasing candidate registrations for this subject.  

GRADE A B C D E F ABS TOTAL 

NUMBER 23 35 79 34 28 57 31 287 

% OF TOTAL 8.0 12.2 27.5 11.8 9.8 19.9 10.8 100 

Table 1: Distribution of grades for IM Philosophy, 2019 First Session  

B. GENERAL REMARKS 

The majority of candidates showed a fairly good grasp of the topic in Section A. In Section B, overall, most 

essays were well-structured and clear. However, a good number of candidates showed a lack of 

argumentation and proper evaluation of philosophical ideas and theories. Appropriate philosophical 

language and terms were also infrequently used and at times used incorrectly. 

C. COMMENTS 

Section A: Logic and Reasoning 

Question 1  

A substantial number of candidates answered this question incorrectly since many did not properly identify 

the fallacy in part (a) and, as a result, the example provided in (b) was also wrong. The majority showed they 

lacked familiarity with the structure of the fallacy requested in (c). 

Question 2 

The majority of candidates performed well in this question. Some errors were encountered in part (b) in 

which the candidates were asked to translate into words. Some candidates did not use the correct logic 

language especially in the case of technical terms like “if… then” and “if and only if”. 

Question 3 

The majority of candidates performed well in this question and got full marks. However, others failed to give 

a correct answer to part (c) in which they were asked to translate and work out the truth tables. Some 

candidates failed to translate accurately. 

Question 4 

This was the least chosen question. In part (a) some candidates confused the disjunctor with the subjunctor 

even though the symbol of the disjunctor was given in brackets. In part (b) many gave the correct truth-

tables for Q. However, there were some candidates who either got it wrong or left it unanswered. As for 

part (c), the candidates had to keep the same letters for all the translations to avoid confusion. However, 

some candidates used various letters without specifying what these letters stood for. 
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Section B: Ethics and Society 

Question 5 (compulsory)  

In this essay, the majority of the candidates managed to define the concept of the hypothetical and the 

categorical imperatives. Nonetheless, a substantial number of essays showed a degree of uncertainty when 

it came to engage deeper with Kant’s moral philosophy. Some candidates only answered the first part of the 

question ‘Discuss Kant’s distinction between the hypothetical imperative and categorical imperative’. Only 

a few candidates succeeded in developing a clear discussion, exploring Kant’s deontological theory of ethics, 

the notion of intrinsic value in acting out of duty and the formulations of the categorical imperative.  

Question 6  

The majority of candidates opted for this essay question. Most of the answers showed an understanding of 

biotechnologies in the context of embryology. However, many responses were restricted to IVF-ET 

techniques and made no mention of other technologies like genetic screening, gene editing or cloning. In 

their discussion candidates made reference to the rights of the embryo, but only a few put these in the 

context of the sanctity of life tradition or Kantian ethics. Good answers also provided a counter argument 

from the perspective of instrumental value or utilitarian ethics. The weakest answers presented an ethical 

debate without links to a philosophical position or tradition. When mentioning the Catholic position, some 

candidates were basing their answers solely on dogma and not formulating an ethical argument, which the 

latter can be still construed from a Catholic position. Some candidates’ answers were more focused on 

describing the techniques and practices as opposed to the ethical implications of these technologies. Very 

few answers made a link between the necessity of having legislation based on ethical considerations, and 

therefore showing the possible link between law and ethics.  

Question 7  

This was the second most popular choice among candidates. There were a number of good answers that 

showed a clear and profound understanding of Nietzsche’s philosophy. These essays succeeded in showing 

the manner that the various aspects of his thought are interrelated and how they influence each other. 

However, there were a considerable number of essays that misquoted Nietzsche and were based on 

misconceptions. Some essays showed a literal understanding of Nietzsche’s death of God and were unable 

to look into the considerations and true meaning of Nietzsche’s philosophical work. Unfortunately, most of 

the essays failed to look into the notion of the crisis of modernity; and how this historical dimension affected 

and influenced modern thought. Few candidates positioned Nietzsche’s ideas in the context of creating a 

new value system that could be adopted in the new age that he lived in. Only a few candidates explored the 

notion of the Death of God in its entirety, for example, the death of old political structures and social 

hierarchies, or the death of traditional value systems.  

 

Question 8 

Only a few candidates attempted this question. Most of the responses tackled the subject in a generic 

manner, failing to show an understanding of the requirements of this essay question. Most essays merely 

described episodes of malpractice such as racial or personal attacks but failed to consider these in terms of 

ethical debates. Some candidates focused only on the concept of privacy and breaches of privacy, which 

although it may be considered as one aspect of correct behaviour in the digital world, it is not restricted to 
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only that. Candidates were expected to assess how normative ethics can inform one’s online behaviour, and 

whether these ethical positions and arguments are applicable in the same manner both in the material and 

the digital world.  

D. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

The examiners note that, in most essays, candidates need to give a more comprehensive analysis and adopt 

a better argumentative approach by making use of appropriate philosophical language and terms. Most 

essays were merely descriptive, lacking any form of argumentation. It must also be stressed that candidates 

should read the questions carefully and base their answer on what is being asked of them. Examiners strongly 

advice students not to base their essays solely on memorization as at times it leads them to go out of point 

and not answer the question in its entirety. In case of Section A, although a minority, some candidates need 

to make sure they follow the instructions carefully so as not to answer all questions, instead of making a 

clear choice.  
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